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The ghosts are angry, thinking I've neglected them. Do not forget us, they call out from the grave. I

won't, I promise them. Upon my life, I won't.Being a demigoddess in 1892 Stonehenge, Colorado

isn't all one might suppose, especially when the dead are involved. Yet as Veritas of the Rocky

Mountain sovereignty, it is Hester Grayson's calling to help restless spirits cross over by bringing

their killers to justice. Blind and pale as an albino, she dwells on the fringes of the nouveau riche,

working with her telepathic beau Tom Craddock to catch the guilty.When a young woman is brutally

murdered, Hester and Tom are determined to solve the case as they have every other. But this one

demands more. The killer wears many faces and wields greater magic than even Hester possesses.

All sleuthing stops, however, when Tom is gravely wounded and Hester is cast out of her parent's

mansion into the squalor of an asylum. At the mercy of an insane doctor, surrounded by agitated

ghosts, Hester fights to maintain her own sanity by planning her escape and the downfall of her

enemies. Can she achieve her goal and expose the madman who sent her to hell? Or will he

continue his bloody reign in Stonehenge?"Brilliant. Witty. An absolute must read. Hester is Sherlock

Holmes with the ultimate twist. She'll be your favorite new heroine within a page." --Jen Greyson,

author of the Tesla Time Traveler's series
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Wow! As soon as I started reading Veritas, I immediately was drawn into an amazing world filled

with vivid descriptions and a character narrative that I couldn't love more! It was dark, compelling,

and intense.I highly recommend this book and can't wait for the next one to release. (Veritas has a

closure of the main plot but leaves things open-ended for a larger plot. So you can read it and enjoy

it as a stand alone, but I'm betting you'll want more!)

Highly recommend. A good balance of good and evil. I wanted so much good for Hester. It didn't

turn out how I thought but in a good way.

Love Hester! Great writing, gripping, and witty! I hope to see more of Hester!

A brilliant captivating read, refreshingly original from beginning to end!!

A friend recommended this book. When I read the summary I was certain it was not for me, but I

read the first chapter after which I decided it was definitely not for me. I set it down and almost didn't

pick it up again. LUCKILY for me I ran out of other books, and tried the next chapter and the next. I

loved this book! I loved Hester Grayson! I cannot wait until the next book arrives. The story is an

urban fantasy set in the last 1800s. The Character is great, story is intriguing and the prose is

wonderful! The book picked up steam until I find myself exhausted at midnight unable to sleep until I

finished. Thank you Quinn Coleridge!

How are you even still reading this??? The headline should have made you 1-click! Go! NOW.

READ. THIS. BOOK!Fine. I'll add more for those of you unconvinced... This book is spectacular.

Brilliant. Genius. Witty. Thoughtful. It is everything you love about Sherlock Holmes and the

characters of that world, twisted into something brilliantly different. And yet, the same.For any

reader who enjoys the peculiarity of Holmes, and the deftness of his brain, and the vulnerability of

his attitudes and the charm of his devotion. Hester is every bit his match. And she's blind. And mute.

And in a league all her own.Also (OMGHOWAREYOUSTILLREADINGTHISFAR???) Death is a



constant--SIR Death, if you please. He's spectacular. And has a time piece. The writing is poetic

and precise and draws you into the world so quickly you'll think you've been transported. Quinn's

devotion to the craft and care of this story is evident from the first page on. This book will leave its

mark on you.Pleasefortheloveofallthatsholystopreadingthisreviewnowandbuythisbook.I promise you

will love it. Promise.

Brilliantly crafted bit of word smithery! An intricate weave of mystery, mythology and wit with a

singular heroine at its core that will keep you intrigued as her story unfolds. Easily my new favorite

author! A must read for anyone who enjoys historical fiction, gothic or literary novels.

This book was sooo much fun! I'm demanding a sequel from the author because in my opinion

Hester's story is just beginning! Ã¢Â•Â¤Ã¯Â¸Â•
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